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Revisiting the Four Ds of Wall Design   
 

In 1999, renowned Canadian consultants Donald Hazleden and Paul Morris presented a seminal paper, 

“Designing for durable wood construction: the 4Ds”, that summarized the 4 D’s (deflection, drainage, 

drying, and durable – aka, decay-resistant – materials) of successful wall design. 

• “Abstract: …Although wood is a very versatile building material, designers need to bear in mind 

its biological origin when using it in construction. Moisture management is the key and, in the 

temperate rainforest climate of coastal British Columbia, controlling rain penetration is critical. 

Such control requires defense in depth which can be summarized as 4 Ds: Deflection, Drainage, 

Drying and Durable materials. In combination, these may provide sufficient capacity to balance 

the rainfall load. However, it is necessary to provide over-capacity to allow for imperfect design 

and construction and for aging.  Durable wood construction therefore requires 4D thinking in the 

sense of four-dimensions: three-dimensional detailing, and the effect of time, the fourth dimension, 

on long-term performance.”1 

 

Figure 1 – 4 Ds figure published in 1999 by Hazleden and Morris. 

Within their alliterative mantra, Hazleden and Morris distilled fundamental principles that can guide an 

architect through a maze of potentially problematic design parameters, including: site-specific weather 

exposure, topographical conditions, local codes, projected interior moisture loads, client demands and 

budgetary limitations, and many others.  

 
1 Hazleden, D. G. and Morris, P. I., “Designing for durable wood construction: the 4 Ds”, 8th International Conference on 

Durability of Building Materials and Components, May 30 - June 3, 1999, Vancouver, Canada.  (A copy of this paper is 

available upon request: info@avelar.net.)  

mailto:info@avelar.net
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Some exterior walls can, of course, successfully perform over time even when their designs emphasize 

only one of these 4D principles: consider a building with a wide eaves and deck overhangs that shelter 

its exterior walls from virtually all rain. This very strong design emphasis on deflection certainly can 

protect wall assemblies that have far-lesser levels of drainage, drying, and/or durability capacities. 

Alternatively, some wall designs fail over time because at least one of these 4D principles has been 

unduly sacrificed: consider the well-known failures of ‘barrier EIFS’ (exterior insulation finish system) 

assemblies due to the absence of any drainage provisions for incidental leakage that will (sooner or 

later) breach the surface barrier of these systems. As noted above, Hazleden and Morris advised: “…it 

is necessary to provide over-capacity to allow for imperfect design and construction and for aging.” 

• “The causes of failure are as numerous as the architectural details and the number of parties 

involved in the design and construction of the building exterior. It becomes a complicated task to 

trace all the factors. The underlying problem is easier to identify. The concept, design, 

construction, and operation stages of wood frame envelopes is based an assumed degree of 

perfection which is impossible to achieve. The reality is that all these stages of the life of the 

building have a probability of perfection less than 1.0 potentially contributing to failure unless this 

imperfection is compensated for in the original design.”2 

Hazleden and Morris’s 4D principles of wall design are further examined in the Case Study below: 

A. Case Study – the Four D’s of Wall Design for a California Home Built in 1952  

Consider in the following photographs a 1952 home in a California town with an average annual 

rainfall rate exceeding 40 inches. Many of the original old-growth redwood shakes at the front wall 

(except at the weather-protected porch) exhibit surface decay and deterioration; however, at the other 

elevations, these heavy 70-year-old shakes remain undamaged.  Hazleden and Morris’s ‘4D’ principles 

well explain these dramatic differences in long-term performance. 

 

Photo 1 – 1952 home in Northern California: original old-growth redwood shakes and aluminium-framed windows.   

 
2 Ibid.: “The multiple nature of the trades working on the envelope and the impetus to control and cut costs during 

construction means that the reliability of the moisture management system is always degraded during the construction 

phase.” 
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Photo 2 – Original (circa-1952) old-growth redwood shakes and aluminium-framed (single-paned) windows that 

were in the process of being replaced.  Note the critical absence of a gutter at this front (west-facing) wall. 

 

Photo 3 – At other elevations, the 70-year-old redwood shakes remain in excellent condition. 
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Photo 4 – At the front elevation, removal of the decayed/deteriorated redwood shakes revealed no underlying 

damage.  (Original aluminum windows were being replaced with aluminum-clad double-paned wood windows.) 

 

Photo 5 – The removal of these decayed/deteriorated redwood shakes (and underlying #30 felt paper) revealed gaps 

in the wood board sheathing intended to promote heat transfer (drying) from the interior into these wall assemblies.   
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Photo 6 – Owner has opened this wall to install a patio door.  Note the “skip sheathing” and absence of insulation. 

 

Photo 7 – The old-growth (heartwood) redwood shakes removed for this new patio door were surface-stained but 

undamaged – unlike the decayed and deteriorated shakes seen at the front elevation. 
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➢ The Original Design of these Exterior Walls 

The homeowner’s various renovation work confirmed the circa-1950s design of these exterior walls:  

▪ 1/2-inch gypsum wallboard at the interior 

▪ 2 x 6 Douglas fir wood studs (with no insulation in the stud bays) 

▪ Wood board “skip sheathing” (spaced for wall-drying purposes) 

▪ 30# asphalt-saturated felt paper3  

▪ Reinforced kraft paper flashings (integrating the 30# felt paper with the windows)4 

▪ Heavy aluminum-framed windows5  

▪ Heartwood redwood shakes (hand split from stumps at old-growth timber stands)6 

➢ Outward “Drying” --- Wasted Energy?   

Other than the severely surface-damaged redwood shakes at the front elevation, our inspections 

revealed a surprising absence of decay anywhere else at these exterior walls, including the window 

sills and jambs --- and, even these deteriorated front shakes were undamaged at their back sides.7 

A primary explanation for this performance is drying --- for 70 years, a series of gas-fired furnaces has 

heated these uninsulated wall assemblies from the interior during the winter season.  Arguably, the 

annual cost to the homeowners for warming these exterior wall cavities (including the 30# felt and the 

back sides of the redwood shakes) has been a bargain:8    

• For all of 2020, the owners paid PG&E only $705.55 to fuel their gas-fired furnace, gas-electric 

range, and gas-fired fireplace insert (installed years ago in the original wood-burning fireplace). 

➢ Excellent “Durability” of Wall Materials 

Other than at the west-facing wall in Photo 1 (onto which the gutter-less roof had dumped a punishing 

amount of rainwater over many decades), these old-growth heartwood redwood shakes still exhibit no 

evidence of decay or physical deterioration.  Given their high decay-resistive properties,9 and that they 

are indirectly warmed from the interior (due to the lack of wall insulation), it is reasonable to conclude 

that these redwood shakes will provide another 70+ years of superb performance.   

• Similarly, the heavy aluminum windows, and the original 30# asphalt-saturated felt, long provided 

a far greater degree of durability than would comparable modern-era products.    

 
3 https://www.atlasroofing.com/news/article/weights+and+measures+of+underlayment+for+roofing: “In the past, the felt 

number designation was correlated to the weight of the felt (i.e., a 15# felt weighed 15 pounds/100 square feet). However, 

that direct correlation to weight no longer exists. By shifting the pound symbol, 15# felt became #15 felt, which may 

actually weigh 7.5 to 12.5 pounds per square; #30 felt can weigh between 16 and 27 pounds per square. Simple math shows 

that a single layer of #30 felt today could weigh more or less than two layers of #15 depending on which end of the 

min/max spectrum the two types of underlayment fall.” 
4 These original kraft paper flashings were marketed by Fortifiber. 
5 Aluminum was plentiful and cheap after World War II ended --- aluminum windows from the 1950’s and early-1960’s 

were remarkably heavy and durable compared with the thin, lightweight window products being marketed by the 1970’s. 
6 California’s old-growth redwood forests were logged until the mid-1970s. 
7 In other words, these damaged shakes decayed/deteriorated from the ‘outside in’ – not ‘inside out’. 
8 This home is located in a very moderate climate zone: maximum summer/fall temperatures occasionally exceed 90°F, 

while winter/spring temperatures seldom go below 30°F.  Further, on sunny days during winter months, this 1,300 s.f. home 

additionally is warmed after sunset by dissipating heat gain from the west-facing concrete foundation wall seen in Photo 5. 
9 Wood handbook – Wood as an engineering material, General Technical Report FPL-GTR-190, U.S.D.A., Forest Products 

Laboratory, Madison, WI, 2010 (https://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/documnts/fplgtr/fpl_gtr190.pdf): “Typical old-growth redwood is 

moderately lightweight, moderately strong and stiff, and moderately hard. The wood is easy to work, generally straight 

grained, and shrinks and swells comparatively little. The heartwood from old-growth trees has high decay resistance; 

heartwood from second-growth trees generally has low to moderate decay resistance.”  [Bold emphasis added.] 

https://www.atlasroofing.com/news/article/weights+and+measures+of+underlayment+for+roofing
https://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/documnts/fplgtr/fpl_gtr190.pdf
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➢ Very Poor “Deflection” at the West-Facing Front Elevation 

As noted above, the gutter-less roof at the front elevation had – since 1952 – dumped massive amounts 

of damaging rainwater onto the redwood shakes below.  As evidenced by the home’s other undamaged 

walls (see Photos 3 and 7 above), this condition easily could have been prevented if the original builder 

had extended the eaves or had elected to install a gutter (a form of deflection). 

➢ Clearly, a Secondary “Drainage” Path behind the Shakes Never Has Been Needed 

In their paper, Hazleden and Morris advised: “If water penetrates the cladding it should be drained out 

as quickly as possible. Research over the years has shown that face-sealed walls will only work in very 

special circumstances and therefore the majority of buildings should use a concealed barrier or 

drained cavity system …wood siding over battens can provide this drainage path.  …A properly 

detailed drainage system can theoretically deal with the remaining 10% of water which might pass the 

outer cladding barrier.”10  

• Most modern construction professionals would agree with Hazleden and Morris’s strong emphasis 

(in 1999) that providing a secondary drainage path to “deal with …water which might pass the 

outer cladding barrier” typically is critical for designing successful rainwater-resistive envelopes. 

• However, for this circa-1952 home, there has been no need for such secondary drainage.  Partial 

deconstruction at various walls did not reveal any evidence (such as stains at the 30# felt paper) of 

incidental rainwater infiltration behind these redwood shakes. Instead, any minor leakage that may 

have occurred would have been absorbed into the 30# felt paper and then quickly dried (vaporized) 

by outward heat transfer through these uninsulated walls. 

In short, the relatively excellent rainwater-resistive performance (at three elevations) of this 1952 home 

is attributable to just three of Hazleden and Morris’s D’s: drying, deflection, and durable materials.   

• Along with a new gutter at the front elevation, outward drying remains a vital design component 

for this homeowner’s efforts to prevent against rainwater intrusion and ensuing structural decay.   

B. The Elimination of this Outward “Drying” Option for Homes Built After the 1970s 

In contrast, energy-saving measures mandated in homes built after the infamous OPEC oil embargos of 

the 1970s11 have virtually eliminated the effectiveness of this drying strategy.  Arguably, over the past 

50 years the most dramatic (and often least recognized) modification to exterior wall designs has been 

their stark reduction in outward drying performance.   

In 1999, Hazleden and Morris reported: 

• “Drying: In the event that moisture penetrates or circumvents the cladding and the moisture 

barrier (and to deal with initial construction moisture) walls should be designed to dry to the 

outside. …However, systems of wall construction used in recent years may not provide adequate 

drying rates in this climate, even if the ingress of water can be minimized by proper detailing.”12 

 
10 Hazleden, D. G. and Morris, P. I., “Designing for durable wood construction: the 4 Ds”, Vancouver, Canada, 1999.  (A 

copy of this paper is available upon request: info@avelar.net.) 
11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1973_oil_crisis: “The 1973 oil crisis …began in October 1973 when the members of the 

Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries led by Saudi Arabia proclaimed an oil embargo. The embargo was 

targeted at nations that supported Israel during the Yom Kippur War.  …By the end of the embargo in March 1974, the 

price of oil had risen nearly 300%, from US$3 per barrel to nearly $12 per barrel globally; US prices were significantly 

higher. The embargo caused an oil crisis, or ‘shock’, with many short- and long-term effects on global politics and the 

global economy.  It was later called the ‘first oil shock’, followed by the 1979 oil crisis, termed the ‘second oil shock’.” 
12 Hazleden, D. G. and Morris, P. I., “Designing for durable wood construction: the 4 Ds”, Vancouver, Canada, 1999 

mailto:info@avelar.net
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1973_oil_crisis
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In our quest for ever-greater levels of energy efficiency, exterior walls increasingly are designed to be 

well insulated against inward/outward “heat transfer” and even more resistant to inward/outward “air 

transfer” (whether cold, warm, and/or humid).  However, a consequence of designing modern airtight, 

minimally warmed, non-breathable exterior walls is the absence of any substantive drying mechanism 

for remediation of incidental rainwater leakage through the cladding that is likely to occur over time.   

C. A Corresponding Reduction of “Deflection” in Building Envelope Design 

Further, these potentially problematic effects of diminished capacity for drying the building envelope 

are exacerbated by the increasing absence of deflection (wide eaves and overhangs) in modern designs.  

Back in 1999, Hazleden and Morris decried this trend as the ‘no overhang, California look’:  

• “If the design is based on a no-overhang, California look, the probability of failure will be greatly 

elevated…”13 

D. The Critical Importance of Secondary “Drainage” in Modern Envelope Design 

In short, up until 50 years ago, successfully weather-resistive wall assemblies could be designed with 

an emphasis on deflection, outward drying during winter months, and reasonably durable materials: 

• Then, energy efficiency mandates arising from the “1973 oil crisis” and the ensuing “1979 second 

oil shock” served to rapidly eliminate the outward drying option from a designer’s toolkit; and 

• Concurrently, because rainwater deflection (wide eaves and overhangs) became a far less common 

design choice, weather-exposed exterior walls have tended to experience greater levels of rainfall.  

As a result of these historical transformations, modern building envelope designers have, by necessity, 

become increasingly reliant upon their last remaining 4D design option – secondary drainage behind 

the exterior cladding.  Over time, the terms “concealed weather barrier”, “drainage plane”, “drainage 

mat”, and “rain screen” have been added to the lexicon of all experienced exterior envelope designers.   

While the impetus for this revolutionary shift (from outward drying to secondary drainage) dates back 

to the societal impacts of the “1973 oil crisis”, the important benefits (such as reductions in emissions 

of climate-warming “greenhouse gasses”) of modern-era energy efficiency mandates serve to ensure 

that the outward drying design evidenced in this Case Study no longer is a code-compliant option. 

Even so, the critical role of outward drying in historic homes should not be ignored.  For example, our 

investigation of a cedar-shaked, skip-sheathed roof14 at a circa-1922 Victorian-style home in Southeast 

Alaska revealed no evidence of decay --- despite the 140-inch average annual rainfall rate in this town, 

which is situated in the Tongass National Forest.15   

• The key to this successful performance was upward drying (“chimney effect”) from the gas-heated 

hot-water radiators (installed in all habitable rooms of this 2,800 sf home) that operate year-round.       

***** 

Lonnie Haughton, MCP, LEED AP is a senior partner with AVELAR (https://avelar.net/), a forensic 

architectural, engineering, construction, and codes consulting firm in Walnut Creek, CA.  Haughton is 

a licensed contractor and one of 1,100 code professionals worldwide certified by the International 

Code Council as a Master Code Professional. 

 
13 Ibid. 
14 The underside of this ‘wood board skip sheathing’ was insulated with shredded newspapers from 100+ years ago. 
15 https://www.fs.usda.gov/tongass/  
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